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Section 1.

Introduction

Designing Positive Incentives
The main objective of EMPOWER is to reduce conventionally fuelled vehicle use by via
positive incentives delivered through new technology. Positive incentives are deliberately
designed and implemented interventions with the aim to encourage travellers to choose
alternatives over conventionally fuelled vehicles. EMPOWER focuses on soft, positive
interventions that enable or incentivise behavioural choices rather than restrict or eliminate
behavioural options.
A positive incentive-based intervention is more than a campaign to disseminate a new
service or product. An incentive-based intervention is a deliberately developed and
implemented program consisting of several positive elements and using several behaviour
change techniques that are known to influence travel behaviour.
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Section 2.

Elements of Positive Incentive Schemes

One example of a positive element is to reward a desired behaviour change, e.g., with
points, gifts or discounts.
Rewards, points, gifts, discounts
Rewarding desired, new travel behaviour, such as riding a bicycle instead of a car, is an
important step in the process of learning this new behavioural pattern or in maintaining or
increasing this behavioural pattern. The reward is intentionally given by an external source,
such as a trainer of an smartphone app, to a user or person following a certain desired
action. What do we already know about using rewards to change behaviour? In several
EMPOWER Take Up Cities, rewards are given to users in the form of points, in some cases
these points can be traded for discounts on certain goods or services.
Reward delivery schedules
From research we know that the rewards delivery schedule is very important (e.g., Lynagh,
Sanson-Fisher, & Bonevski, 2013). So, when are the points given to the users and on which
interval? There are several reward delivery schedules with various reward delivery moments
and different intervals.
In a continuous reward delivery schedule the desired behaviour is rewarded every single
time it occurs. The participant gets, for example, 10 points every single time (s)he has used
the bicycle instead of the car. In a partial reward delivery schedule, on the other hand, the
desired behaviour is rewarded only part of the time. This can be done in either of two
ways: the participant gets 10 points after, for instance, every 5th time (s)he has used the
bicycle (fixed-ratio) or the participant gets 10 points after an unpredictable number of
times (s)he has used the bicycle (variable-ratio). In a steady reward delivery schedule the
participant gets rewarded for the performance of the target behaviour constantly across
a certain period of time; e.g., six months. In a frontloaded or backloaded reward delivery
schedule the performance of the target behaviour is only rewarded in the beginning (e.g.
first 3 months) or at the end (e.g. the last 3 months) of a certain period. Rewards, e.g.,
points, cash or discounts, can remain constant (e.g., the participant gets 10 points for each
trip) or can escalate (e.g., the participant gets 10 points for the first 5 trips, 25 points for
the following 8 trips, etc.) or de-escalate (e.g. the participant gets 50 points for the first 5
trips, 20 points for the following 5 trips, etc.). To date, not much is known about the effects
of these different reward delivery schemes on changing travel behaviour. The insights come
mainly from health research (see for example Lynagh, Sanson-Fisher, & Bonevski, 2013). So,
EMPOWER encourages you to try out various reward delivery schedules to find out what
work best.
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Furthermore, EMPOWER advises to match the reward delivery schedule to the person’s
learning process. Use only a continuous reward schedule when you want people to learn a
new behavioural pattern, such as using or sharing a bicycle. Once the behaviour has been
performed regularly by someone, it is best to switch to a partial reward schedule. When
people have performed the new behaviour regularly, they have to internalise this new
behaviour. They have to want to perform the new behaviour instead of performing the new
behaviour because they get an external reward. This can be best achieved when a chain
of rewards is used. This means that immediate rewards (the points) have to be combined
with delayed rewards (such as discounts on goods or services). And please try out different
schedules to find out and learn which reward delivery schedule produces the best results
The second group of positive ways to change travel behaviour concerns feedback. This is
often combined with badges, levels, leader boards, and competitions.
Feedback: badges, levels, leader boards, competition
Feedback is information that is intentionally given by an external source, such as a trainer
or a smartphone app, to a person about an activity or behaviour and the consequences. In
the EMPOWER Living Labs and Take Up Cities, feedback about travel behaviour is given
to users in the form of badges and levels and in some cases this information is also visible
on leaderboards in a competition with other employees, for example. Different forms of
feedback have different effects on behaviour change.
So, what types of feedback are out there, what type is suitable for learning new behaviour
and what type is suitable for maintaining a desired behaviour?
With direct feedback the participant in the incentive scheme immediately gets information
returned about an activity or behaviour, for example with a smiley or a like. Indirect
feedback means that information has been processed in some way before it is displayed
or shared. For example, the information can show changes and trends over time. Historical
feedback compares a participant’s present behaviour with own past behaviour. Normative
feedback compares a participant’s present behaviour with a target behaviour (set by the
participant or set by others). Comparative feedback compares a person’s present behaviour
with the performance of others or peers.
EMPOWER advises to use a combination of direct and indirect feedback to initiate
behaviour change and to maintain the behaviour change over time. Combining feedback with
advice, i.e., recommending a concrete course of action, is particularly helpful when learning
or trying out new behavioural patterns. Remind that feedback and advice can be provided to
participants before the trip (based on behaviour during previous trips), during the trip and
after the trip.
A third group of positive incentives centres around challenges, goals and commitment.
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Challenges, goals and commitment
Setting goals is directing attention and increasing commitment and acceptance (Locke,
1996). Goals can be set by individuals, by groups, or by external agents such as coaches
or employers. Self-determined and collaboratively set goals are usually more effective for
eliciting behaviour change than goals that are assigned by someone else, e.g., by an app, by
the manager, coach, employer. Concrete, short-term goals in terms of behaviour (I will go by
bicycle every Monday) are more likely to be achieved than vague, long-term goals in terms
of outcomes of behaviour (I will travel more sustainably).
Committing oneself either privately or publicly to achieving certain goals is likely to enhance
behaviour change. Commitment is closely linked to goal setting. A commitment, i.e., a spoken
or written promise to change behaviour, can be a pledge to oneself or to the public or a
group, respectively activating a personal obligation and a social obligation (e.g., adhering to
expectations of others). Examples of goal setting are:
•
•
•

My goal is to cycle to work in the next three weeks every time the weather is nice,
Your goal is to use public transport at least once a week in the next month,
Our team’s goal is to try out a car-sharing scheme in the following month.

EMPOWER recommends that participants are able to state commitment in terms of
behaviour (e.g., walk children to school) and in terms of outcome (e.g., reduce car trips
on short distances). These promises can be kept for themselves or can be made public, for
example with a connection to Facebook.
The fourth positive way to induce travel behaviour change is through employing trials.
Trials
Trials allow people to get to know a new behaviour, product or service in a safe situation
(Strömberg, Rexfelt, Karlsson, & Sochor, 2016). Being able to try out a new behaviour,
product or service gives participants the opportunity to perform the behaviour on a regular
basis and to learn whether it would fit in their daily life. A trial period also helps to create a
new habit and a positive attitude towards the trialled behaviour, product or service. When a
trial is well-designed it provides the preconditions for behaviour change.
Trialling new behaviour can be the start of a travel behaviour change process, but a trial
must be well thought through. EMPOWER recommends to target the recruitment for trials
at people who are already inclined to make the change that is to be trialed, for example to
buy an e-bike. Furthermore, it must be assured that the trial period is long enough (at least
six weeks) so that participants can develop new habits and attitudes. Within the trial period
practical support has to be available to participants, e.g. bicycle repair workshops, public
transport use training, helpdesk, coach. And it is also very important to consider the offer
at the end of the trial (e.g., participants can buy an e-bike at a discount).
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Section 3.

What worked

An EMPOWER systematic review summarized the published evidence on the effectiveness
of positive incentive-based interventions for attaining short and long term travel
behaviour change, focussing on walking and cycling as well as other travel alternatives as
telecommuting, public transport use, and carpooling. In this review, the Behaviour Change
Techniques taxonomy by Abraham & Michie (2008) was used to deduce the influential
components of the interventions.
When you design your own positive incentive scheme keep these results in mind:
•

•

•

•

Free transport cards showed strong short term effects on changing travel behavior,
especially when provided to employees and when combined with ‘agreeing to a 		
behavioural contract’, e.g. promise made by the employee to travel by public 		
transport at least 2 days a week.
One of the techniques that is still underused, is providing information about others’
approval. Especially in situations where people know each other (such as work, 		
school) it may be effective to provide information about what others think of certain
travel behaviours and whether they approve or disapprove of certain travel behaviour
changes.
Interventions that implement opportunities for social comparison or that provide 		
social support are scarce. Their potential, however, seems quite promising. Social 		
media and smartphone apps ease the implementation of these interventions with a
strong social component, possibly in combination with gamification and goal setting.
Gifts, rewards, points, discounts showed strong (short term) effects on changing 		
travel behaviour, especially in attracting first-time users.Varying the magnitude or 		
duration of gifts, rewards, points, and discounts, or assigning those randomly may be
more effective in sustaining and reinforcing modal shifts over longer terms.
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Section 4.

How to design positive incentives

EMPOWER advises to follow through these ten general steps to design effective
positive incentive schemes:
1.

Describe the problematic behaviour

2.

Describe the target behaviour

3.

Define the target group(s)

4.

Find out - by conducting research - what motivates and inhibits people to 			
behave in certain ways

5.

Use these behavioural insights to develop the positive incentive scheme

6.

Pre-test the incentive scheme within a small sample of the target 				
population

7.

Adapt the incentive scheme based on the findings of the pre-test

8.

Implement the incentive scheme on a large(r) scale

9.

Evaluate the effects of the incentive scheme

10.

Evaluate the process of incentive scheme development and 					
implementation
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Section 5.

Further reading and resources
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